
CHAPTER 2 

COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

In Chapter 1 we restricted ourselves almost completely to cartesian coordinate 
systems. A cartesian coordinate system offers the unique advantage that all three 
unit vectors, i, j, and k, are constant. We did introduce the radial distance r but 
even this was treated as a function of x, y, and z, Unfortunately, not all physical 
problems arc well adapted to solution in cartesian coordinates. For instance, if 
we have a central force problem, F = 1'0 F(r), such as gravitational or electrostatic 
force, cartesian coordinates may be unusually inappropriate. Such a problem 
literally screams for the use of a coordinate system in which the radial distance is 
taken to be one of the coordinates, that is, spherical polar coordinates. 

The point is that the coordinate system should be chosen to fit the problem, to 
exploit any constraint or symmetry present in it. Then, hopefully, it will be more 
readily soluble than if we had forced it into a cartesian framework. Quite often 
"ni.ore readily soluble" will mean that we have a partial differential equation that 
can be split into separate ordinary differential equations, often in "standard form" 
in the new coordinate system. This technique, the separation of variables, is 
discussed in Section 2.5. 

We are primarily interested in coordinates in which the equation 

(2.1 ) 

is separable. Equation 2.1 is much more general than it may appear. If 

k 2 ~ 0 
k 1 = ( + ) constant 
k 1 = ( _ ) ,constant 
e· = constant x kinetic energy 

Eq. 2.1 -+ Laplace's equation, 
Helmholtz' equation, 
Diffusion equation (space part), 
Schrodinger wave equation. 

It has been shown (L. P. Eisenhart, Phys. Rm 45, 427 (1934)) that there are eleven 
coordinate systems in which Eq. 2.1 is separable, all of which can be considered 
particular cases of the confocal ellipsoidal system. In addition, we shall touch 
briefly on three other 'systems that are useful in solving ~aplace's equation. 
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Naturally there is a price that must be r"id for the use of a noncartesian co
ordinate system. We have not yet written expressions for gradient, divergence, or 
curl in any of the noncartesian coordinate systems. Such expressions are devl';loped 
in very general form in Section 2.2. First we must develop a system of curvilinear 
coordinates, ~ general system ,t~h~_~ mal be sp~~i_aJi'?:~9:_12-Jl.l!Y_J?.Lth.~.Jo~ 
~.rt~£!:l1.~L~y'~,tii.!i's"ol'Tn1e~ -_. _._-- --~-' 

2.1 Curvilinear Coordinates 

In cartesian coordinates we deal with three mutually perpendicular famili.es of 
planes: x = constant, y = constant, and z = constflnt. Imagine that we super
impose on this system three other families of surfaces. The surfaces of anyone 
family need not be paraHel to each other and they nced not be planes. The three new 
families of surfaces need not be mutually perpendicular, but for simplicity we shall 
quickly impose this condition (Eq. 2.7). We may describe any pomt (x, y, z) as the 
intersection of three planes in cartesian coordinates or as the intersection of the 
three surfaces which form our new, curvilinear coordinates. Describing the curvi
linear coordinate surfaces by ql = constant, q2 = constant, q3 = constant, we may 
identify our point by (qj, ql, Q'3) as well as by (x, y, z). This means that in principle 
we may write 

X=X(qt,Q2,Q3), 

y = Y(Ql' Q2, Q3), 

z=Z(qt,Ql,Q3), 

specifying x, y, z in terms of the q's and the inverse relations, 

q, ~ q,(x, y, z), 

q2 ~ q,;(x, y, z), 

q, ~ q,(x, y, z). 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

With each family of surface q; = constant, we tan ass9-S§:.te a unit vector a j nOr1l)_~J 

io the surfac_~.JlL.:=:'_~o2~~~!!t and~th~ direction of incr~~sing~. 
The square of the distance between two neighboring points is given by 

ds 2 = dx 1 + dy2 + dz 2 = 2: hL dqj dqj' 
i; 

(2.4) 

The coefficients Ijj, which we now proceed to investigate, may be viewed as speci
fying the nature of the coordinate system (q!, ql , Q3)' Collectively, these coefficients 
are referred to as the lJJ.etric.,. 

The first step in .the determination of h;j is the partial differentiation of Eq. 2.2 
which yields 

, ox ox ax 
dx ~ ~ dq, + ~ dq2 +;- dq" oq, Dq2 uq, 

(2.5) 

•......•.. _. ......................... ............. ... .... . ...---
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and similarly for dy and dz. Squaring and substituting into Eg. 2.4, we have 

ox ax a yay oz oz 
hij~-- +--- +--. (2.6) 

oqjoqj aqjoqj oqjoqj 

At this point we limit ourselves to orthogonal (mutually perpendicular surfaces) 
coordinate systems which means (cf. Exercise 2.1.1) 

hij = 0, i '" j. (2.7) 

Now, to simplify the notation, we write hi; = hi so that 

ds' ~ (hi dq,)2 + (h2 dq2)' +(h 3 dq3)2. (2.8) 

OUf specific coordinate systems are described in subsequent sections by specifying 
these scale factors hi' h2' and h 3 • Conversely,-the scale factors may be conveniently 
~dentified by'the relation' --'------

(2.9) 

for any given dq" holding the other q's constant. Note that the three curvilinear 
coordinates qt. Q2, q3 need not be lengths. The scale factors hi may depend on the 
q's and they may have dimensions .. The p.r.f!,d~~,~_~ hi dqj must have Airns:nsions ~f 
length. 

--p'r;m Eq. 2.9 we may immediately develop the area and volume elements 

(2.10) 
and 

(2.11) 

The expressions in Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 agree, of course, with -the' results of using the 
transformation equations, Eg. 2.2, and lacobians. 

EXERCISES 

'2.1.1 Show that limiting our attention to orthogonal coordimtte systems implies that hiJ = 0 
for j oF j (Eq. 2.7). 

2.1.2 In the spherical polar 'coordinate system ql = r, qz = e, q3 =rp. The transformation 
equations corresponding to Eq. 2.2 are 

x=rsinecosrp 
y=rsinesinrp 
z- r cos e. 

(a) Calculate the spherical polar coordinate scale factors: h" h{J, and hQ>' 
(b) Check your calculated scale factors by the relation ds/,= hi dq/. 
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2.1.3 The 1/-, v-, z-coordinate system frequently used in electrostatics and in hydrodynamics is 
defined by 

This /1-, V-, z-system is orthogonal. 

XY=U, 

x2_ y2= v, 

z= z. 

(a) In words, describe briefly the nature of each of the three families of coordinate surfaces. 
(b) Sketch the system in the xy-piane showing the intersections of surfaces of constant u 

and surfaces of constant v with the xy·pJane. 
(c) Jndicate the directions of the unit vector 110 and 1)0 in all four qlladrants. 
(d) Finally, is this II~, V·, z-system right~handed or kft-handed '! 

2.1.4 A two dimensional system is described by the coordinates ql and q]., Show that the 
Jacobian 

in agreement with Eq. 2.10. 

2.2 Differential Vector Operations 

The starting point for developing the gradient, divergence, and curl operators in 
curvilinear coordinates is OUf interpretation of the gradient as the vector having the 
magnitude and direction of the' maximum space -;ate of change (cf. Section 1.6). 
From this interpretation the component ofVt/t(qt> qz, qJ) in the direction normal to 
the family of surfaces ql = constant is given by! 

(2.12) 

since this is the rate of change of t/t for varying ql, holding qz and q3 fixed. The 
quantity dS I is a differential length in,the direction of increasing ql (cL Eq. 2.9), In 
Section 2.1 we introduced a unit vector a l to indicate this direction. By repeating 
Eq. 2.12 for q2 and again for q3 and adding vectorially the gradient becomes 

a,/, ot/! at/! 
= a 1 --- + a2 --- + a, ---

h j Oq, h,Oq2 h30q3 
(2.13) 

The divergence operator may be obtained from the second definition (Eq. 1.91) 
of Chapter 1 or equivalently from Gauss's theorem, Section 1.1.1. Let us use 
Eq·. 1.91: 

. jV' dG 
V'V(q"q2,q3)~ lim -S-[- (2.14) 

f<1r-'O (T 

with a differential volume h1hzhJ dql dq2 dqJ. Note that the positive directions have 
been chosen so that (qt> q2, q3) or (at> az , a3) [arm a rightwhandect set. 

1 Here the use of rp to label a function is avoided because it is conventional to use this symbol 
to denote an azimuthal coordinate. 
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x 
FIG. 2.1 Curvilinear volume .element 

The area integra, for the two faces cjl =:- cons~ant is given by 

[V1h,h, + 0:

' 

(V,h,h,) dq,1dq, qq,- V,h,h, dq2 dq, 

o 
= 0- (V,h,h,) dq, dq, dq, 

uq, 

(2.15) 

exactly as in Sections 1.7 and 1.10.1 Adding in the similar results for the other two 
pairs of surfaces, we obtain 

fV(q"q"q')'d" 

= [-!- (V,h2h,) +:- (V,h,h , ) + -!- (V,lt1h,)] dq, dq, dq,. 
uql uq2 uQ3 

(2.16) 

Division by our differential volume (Eq. 2.14) yield::. 

I [0 8 0 ] V' V(q" q2' q,) = -h h h ,-- (V,h,h,) +,-- (V,It,h ,) +,-- (V,h,h,) . 
1 2 3 uq 1 uq 2 uq 3 

(2.17) 

In Eq. 2.17 Vi is the component of V in the a.-direction, increasing qj' that is, 
Vj=ajoV. 

We may obtain the Laplacian by combining Eqs. 2.13 and 2.17, using V = 
VtjJ(q",q" q,). This leads to 

V' 'ltJ;(q" Q2, q,) 

1 [' a (h2h' aifi ) a (h'h' iN\ () (h'h2 iN/)] 
= hlhzh3 ,oql -;;;-aq; + OQ2 h"; oqz) + Dq3 -h-; iJ4:, . (2.18a) 

Finally, to develop V x V, let us apply Stokes's theorem (Section 1.12) and, as 

1 Since we take the limit dql, dq?, dq3 _ 0, the seco.,d and ~igher order derivatives will drop out. 

x 

2.2 DIFFERENTIAL VECTOR OPERATORS 

, 

dS3 = 113 dqa 

(q2, qa) 

FIG. 2.2 Curvilinear surface element 
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, y 

with the divergence, take the limit as the' surface area becorne~ vanishingly small. 
Working on one component at a time, we consider a differential surface element in 
the curvilinear surface ql = constant. From 

f V x V . cia = V x V I j h 2 1t:3 etq z etq:3 
-, 

(2.18b) 

Stokes's theorem yields 

(2.19) 

with the line integral lying in the I surface q1 = constant. Following the loop 
(1,2,3,4) of Fig. 2.2, 

q,)' dl. = V2h2 dQ2 + [' V,h, + -!- (V3h,) dq ,] dq, 
. (j(12 

- Vzh z + - (V2h2) dqJ dq2 - V3h3 dqJ [ 
0 ] , 

oq, ' 

= [~ (h, V,l - -!- (h, V2l] dq, d'J,. 
uqz oQ3 

(2.20) 

We pick up a positive sign when going in the positive direction on parts 1 and 2 and 
a negative sign on parts 3 and 4 because here we are going in the negative direction. 
From Eq. 2.19 

1 ,- a a] V x V 1, = -- -,- (h,V,l -- - (h 2 V,l . 
h,h, ,0Q2 uq, 

(2.21 ) 

The remaining two components 01 V x V may be picked up by cyclic perf/mtation 
of the indices. As in Chapter I, it is often convenientto write the curl in determinant 
form: 

3 1h! a2hz a)h) 

. 1 a u J 
(2.22) V x v=-- oq, h,hzh) aq, OQ2 

h1VJ h2 VZ h3 V3 
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This completes the determination of V, ·V·, V x, and the Laplacian V2 in 
curvilinear coordinates; Ar'med with these general exp'ressions, we proceed to study 
the eleven systems in wllich Eg. 2.1 is separable (cf. Section 2.5) for k' ,. 0 and three 
speCial coordinate systems (bipolar, toroidal, and bispherical coordinates). 

EXERCISES 

"2.2.1 With al a unit vector in the direction of increasing ql, show that 

" 2.2.2 Show that the orthogonal unit vectors ai may be defined by 

I cr 
ai=-~ 

hi oqr 
(a) 

In particular show that ai' al = I leads 10 an expression for hi in agreement with Eq. 2.6. 
Eq. (a) above may be taken as a starling point for deriving 

and 

oa! ahj 
!3qj =a'h, ?qj' 

Bat ahl 
-~ - L aj-.-. 
8qi j*i h,oqj 

" 2.2.3 Develop arguments to show that Q,rdinary dot and cross products (not involving V) in 
,orthogonal curvilinear coordinates proceed as in cartesian coordinates with no involvement 
of scale factors. 

r; 2.2.4 Derive 

B,p B,p 8,p 
Vif1=al-- +a, -- +a,--

h10ql h2 0qz h3 0q3 

by direct application of Eq. 1.90, 

. j ,pda 
V,p~ hm --. 

J d<->O S d-r 

Hint. Evaluation of the ~urfaCe integral will lead to terms like (hlh2h3)-1(%ql)(alhzh3)' 
The results listed in Ex. 2.2.2 will be helpfuL 

2.3 Special Coordinate Systems-Rectangular Cartesian Coo.rdinates 

It has been emphasized that the choice of coordinate system may depend on 
constraints or symmetry conditions in the proble~ to be solved. It is perhaps 

2.3 SPECIAL COORDINATE SYSTEM~-RECTILINEAR CARTESIAN COORDINATES. 79 

convenient to Ust our' fourteen systems, classifying them accorc1mg to whether or 
not they have an axis of translatiori (perpendicular to a family of parallel plane 
surfaces) or an axis of rotational symmetry. 

Axis of Translation 

Cartesian (3 axes) 

Circular cylilldrical 

Elliptic cylindrical 

Parabolic cylindrical 

Bipo\al' 

TABLE 2.1 

Axis of Rotatiol1 

Circular cylindrical 

Spherical polar (3 axes) 

Prolate spheroidal 

Oblate spheroidal 

Parabolic 

Toroidal 

Bispherical 

Neither 

Confocal ellipsoidal 

Conical 

Confocal paraboloidal 

Table 2.1 ,contains fifteen entries-circular cylindrical coordinates with an axis 
of translation which is also an axis of rotational symmetry. The spacing in the table 
has been chosen to indk;ate relations bftwcen various coordinate systems. If we 
consider the two-dimensional version (z = 0) of a system with an axis of translation 
(left column) and rotate it about an axis of reflection symmetry, we generate the 
correspcmding coordinate systems listed to the right in the center column. For 
instance, rotating the (z = G)-plane of the elliptic cylindrical system about the major 
axis generates the prolloite spheroidal system; rotating about the minor axis yields 
the oblate spheroidal system. 

We do consider three systems with neither an axis of translation nor an axis of 
rotation. It might be noted that in this asymmetric group the confocal ellipsoidal 
system is sometimes taken as the most general system and almost all the others t 

are derived [rom it. 

Rectangular cartesian coordinates. These are the cartesian coordinates on 
which Chapter 1 is based. In this simplest of all systems 

h 1 =hx =1, 

h2 =hy =1, 

h3=hz=1. 

(2.23) 

The families of coordinate surfaces are three sets of parallel planes: x = constant, 
y = constant, and z = constant. The cartesian coordinate system is uflique in that' 
~ll its h/s are constant. This will be a significant advantage in treating tensors in 

I Excluding the bipolar system and its two rotational forms, toroidal and bispberical. 
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Chapter 3. 'Note also that the unit vectors, 3 1, 3 2 , aJ or i, j, k, have fixed directions. 
From Eqs. 2.13, 2.17, 2.18, and 2.22 we reproduce the results of Chapter 1, 

k 

008 
V ~ V ~ ax 8y OZ 

204" Spherical Polar Coordinates (r, 0, (p) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

Relabeling (qt, Q2, qJ) as Cr, e, cp), the spherical polar coordinate system consists 
of the foHowing: 

1. Concentric spheres centered at the origin, 

r = (x~ + y2 + Z2)1 / 2 = constant. 

2. Right circular cones centered on the z-(polar) axis, vertices at the origin, 

Z 
0= arc cos (' , ')1/2 = constant. 

x + y +z 

3. Half planes through the z-(polar) axis, 

cp = arc tan ~ = constant. 
x 

By our arbitrary choice of definitions of 0, the polar angle, and cp, the azimuth angle, 
the z-axis is singled out for special treatment. The transformation equations 
corresponding to Eq. 2.2 are 

x = r sin fJ cos til, 

y = r sin 8 sin <Po 

~ ;= r cos 8, 

(2.28) 

[measuring 8 from the positive z~axis and (() in the xy-plane from the positive x-axis. 
The ranges of values are 0:$ r < 00, 0 :$ tI .$ Jr, and 0 ~ <p .:-:;: 2n. From Eq. 2.6 

hl=h,=l, 
h2 ~ h, ~ r, (2.29) 
h3=hip=rsinfJ. 
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(x, y, 0) 

x 

FIG. 2.3 Spherical polar coordinates 

It must be emphasized that the unit vectors fo, eo, and .:po vary in direction as the 
:lngles e and (p vary. In terms of the fixed direction cartesian unit vectors i, j, and k, 

fo = i sin 0 cos <p + j sin f} sin <p + k cos e, 
90 = i cos f} cos <p + j cos f} sin <p - k sin 0, 

<pQ:;= -i sin <p + j cos <po 

From Section 2.2, relabeling the curvilinear coordinate unit vectors aI, a2 , a 3 as 
fo, 00, and (!lo, 

a>/! I 0./1 I a.ft 
v '/1 ~ r 0 -,- + 00 ----;--0 + '1'0-. -0 ' ' (2.30) ur r v r SID v(j) 

1 [ {) ( ) 8 av] v· v ~ -2-. - sin 0- r'V, + r"O (sin 0 Va) + r -8' , 
r SID 0 or () <p 

(2.31) 

I [ a ( ,(1)/!) 0 ( 8>/!) 1 8'>/!] v . "!>/! ~ --. - sin 0 - r - + - sin 0 c;- + -. - - , 
r2 SID 0 or or 00 00 SIO OO<p2 

(2.32) 

ro rOo r sin Dcpo 

1 0 0 8 
(2.33) vxV~---

r2 sin fJ or 00 orp 
V, rVo r sin OV", 

Occasionally the vector Laplacian V2V is needed in spherical poiar coordinates. 
It is best obtained by using the vector identity (Eq. 1.80) of Chapter 1. For future 
reference 
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v'VI = --+--+-+---+--+ - V ( 
2 2 D D'cos 0 aID' 1 82 

) 

r /,2 r or Gr Z 1'2 sin 0 ao /,2 C0 2 /"2 sin 2 OO(p2 r 

(2.34) 

2 2 1 2aVr 2cosOaV,p 
V VI = V Vo - Vo + -- - -

~ II 1'2 5111 2 0 1'2 ao r2 sin 2 0 Dcp , (2.35) 

2 2 1 2 aVr 2cosO avo 
VVI=VV- V+---+ -. 

<P 'P,.2 5m 2 0 <P 1'2 sin 0 3cp r2 sin 1 0 O(P 
(2.36) 

These expressions for the components of V2 V are undeniably messy, but sometimes 
they are needed. There is no guarantee that nature will always be simple. 

EXAMPLE 2.4.1 

Using Eqs. 2.30-2.33, we can reproduce by inspection some· of the results derived 
in Chapter 1 by laborious application of cartesic-]:; coordinates. 

From Eq. 2.30 

From Eq. 2.31 

From Eq. 2.32 

Finally, from Eg. 2.33 

EXAMPLE 2.4.2 

.( elf 
V} r)=rodr , 

2 df 
V· rof(.·) = - fer) +-, 

r ell' 

,. 2 df eI' f 
V f(r) = ~ dr + dr2' 

V2rn = n(n + 1)1'11-2. 

V x rof(r) = O. 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41 ) 

The computation of the magnetic vector potentia! of a single current loop in the 
xy plane involves the evaluation of 

v ~ V x [V X 'l'oA.(r, OJ]. (2.41a) 

In spherical polar coordinates this reduces as foll~ws: 

EX~RC1SES 

fa rOo r sin 0<po 

1 a a a 
V=Vx--

r2 sin G or ao {hp 

0 0 I' sin OA,/r, 0) 

1 [ 8. iJ. ] = V X -,-.- ro - (r Sm OA,p) - rOo::,- (r sin OA,/,) , 
r 510 B aD or I 

Taking lhe curl a second, time, 

ro rOo r sin O((lo 

1 a a 8 
V=--

r 2 sinO or 80 a,p 
1 a 
~O :-0 (r sin OA,,) 
r Sm (} 

By expanding the determinant 

1 a .) ----(rsIniA) 0 
sinODr' 'P 

(
la' 1 a [1 a. ] ) V = - ,~o --8 ,(rA,,) + -;: '0 -c-

O
:-o (SIn OA.) 

r r r () .sm - 0 " 

= -'1'0 [V'A.(r, 0) - ,~O A.(r, 0)]. 
r sm 

83 

(2.41 b) 

(2.41c) 

In Chapter 12 we shall see that V leads to the associated Legen-dre equation and 
that AlP may be given by a series of associated Legcndlc polynomials. 

EXERCISES 

Resolve the spherical polar unit vectors into their cartesian components. 

ro = isin Ocos<p + jsin 8sin rp + kcosO, 

eo = i cos ecos rp + j cos e sin <p - ksin e, 
tp(l= -isin<p + icos(J). 

(a) From the results of Exercise 2.4.1 calculate the partial derivatives of ro, eo, and cpo 
with respect to r. 0, and tp. 

(b) With 'iJ given by 

ro-
8, 

I G ! (l 
60 - - \- (j)() ---

r ()8 rsin e otp 

(greatest space rate of change), use the results of part (a) to calculate V. '11</,.' Here is 
an alternate derivation of the L<).placian. 
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2..4~3 Resolve the cartesian unit vl;'!ctors into their spherical polar components. 

i = rosin () cos cp + aucos () cos cp - cpo sin cp, 

j = fo sinO sin <p + 60 cas 8sin tp -I- .:po cos cp, 

k = rocos6 - eosinG. 

2.4.4 The direction of one vector is given by the angles 61 and 0/,- For a second vector the 
corresponding angles are 62 and. CP2 • Show that the cosine of the included angle y is given ..... 
by 

c.f. Fig. 12.1 ~ 

2.4.5 A vector v IS tangential to the surface of a sphere. The curl of V is radial. What does this 
imply about the radial dependence of the spherica! palal" componcll,ts of V '? 

2.4.6 Modern physics lays great stress on the properly of parity-whether a quantity remains 
invariant or changes sign under an inversion of the coordinate system. 
(a) Show that the inversion (renection through the origin) of a point (r, 0, rp) relative to 

fixed x-, y-, z-axes consists of the transformation 

r-+r, 

B-'~IT-fJ, 

fP -,. IT + cp. 

(b) Show that ro and <.pu have odd parity (reversal of direction) and that 60 has even parity. 

2.4.7 Eq. 1.72 was a demonstration that 

00· Vr= 00, 

using cartesian coordinates. Verify this result using spherical polar coordinates. In the 
language of dyadics (Section 3.5), Vr is the indemfactor, a unit dyadic. 

2.4.8 A particle is moving through space. Find the spherical coordinate components of it 
velocity and acceleration: 

Hint. 

Vr=i', 

v/J=rO, 
Vrp = r sin Ocp, 
Q r = f ~ r~-z - r sin2 8rp2, 
C4J = rfJ + 2i'O ~ r sin B cos Brp-z, 

arp = r sin Oq? + 2; sin Oep + 2r cos 80ep. 

ret) ~ ,,(t),(t) 

~ [i sin O(t)eos <pet) + j sin O(t) sin <pet) + kcos O(t)],(t). 

Note. Using the Lagrangian techniques of Section 17.3 these results roay be obtained 
somewhat more elegantly. The dot in f means time derivative, t = dr/dt. The notation was 
originated by Newton. 

2.4.9 A particle m moves in response to a central force according'to Newton's second law 
mr = ro fer). 

Show that r x r = c, a constant and that the geometric interpretation of this leads to 
Kepler's second law. 

2.4.10 Express oJox, oJay, aJoz in spherical polar coordinates. 

EXERCISES 85 

a . 8 0 1 a sin r:p 8 
-=Slll cosr:p-+cosBcosrp- _~ __ _ 
ax or rae rsin8 acp' 

D • O. B 1 a coscp B 
-=S111 SlOtp-+COSOSII1<p-_+ __ _ 
ay or raB IsmB8r:p' 
a (} 1 a 
-=cosO-~sinB- -
(lz 8r r '00' ~ 

Hint. Equate V XYZ and V,Qq>. 

2.4.11 From Exercise 2.4.10 show mat 

~i(X~~Y~)=~i8~p· 
This is the quantum mechanical operator corresponding to the z-component of angl!lar 
momentum. 

2.4.12 With the quantulll mechanical angular momentum operator defined as L = --i(r X 'i7), 
show that 

(
a i' 

(a) L.r.+iL!I'·e1v -+icotG-) 
vO erp , 

(
a B 

(b) Lx ~ iLl! = _'"'e o

•

l
" ae ~ ieot e co,) 

These are the raising and lowering operators of Sections 13.6 and 7. 

2.4.13 Verify that LX L = /L ill spherical polar coordinates. L = -i( .. X \7) the quantum 
mychanical angular momentum operator. ' 

Him;· Use SPIll::ncal pOlar coordinates tor L but cartesian componl!.nts for the cross 
product. 

!.4.14 With L = -it xV veritY the operator identities 

2.4.1S 

lA.16 

a rX L 
(a) V=ro-~j--

or' r-z 

(b) r'\P -V(l + r~) = i'i7 X L. 

This latter identity is useful in relati.ng angular momentum alld Legendre's differential 
equation. Ex. 8.2.3. 

Show that the tOllowmg three forms (spherical 'coor,di.nates) of V2 ~(r) arc equivalent. 

t,.) 2. ct. [" doj;V)j 
r 2 dr dr' 

(b) ! d
2 ['of(')j r dr'!. ' 

(c) d'oj;(,) +:: doj;V) 
dr 2 r dr 

The ~econd form is particularly convenient in establishing a correspondence between 
sphencal polar and cartesian descriptions of a problem. 

One model of the sohir Corona assumes that tbe steady-state equation of heat flow' 

V .(kVT)~O 

is satisfied. Here, k, the thermal conductivity, is proportional to pi'!.. Assuming that the 
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temperature T is propodional to rR, show that the heat flow equation is satisfied 
by T= To(ro/r)2 17 . 

2.4.17 A certain force field is giv~n by 
2Pcos e p 

F '.-. ro -,-,- -I- a0;:i sin 0, 

(in spherical polar coordinates). 'l!' 

(a) Examine tT X F to sec'if a potential exists. 
(b) Calculate f F • £fA for a unit drcle in the plal1e 0 ~- nil. 

'Vllnt ofles this indicalf' ::.holl! the force b~ing conservative or nonconscrvativc') 
(c) If you believe tllat F may be described by F = - "0/. find 1jJ: Otherwise simply 

state that no acceptable potential exists. 

2.4.18 (a) Show thaI A ,. - <po (cot 8/r) is a solution of V X A = rull''!.· 
(b) Show that thi'S spherical polar coordinate solution agrees with the solution given for 

Exercise 1.13,5: 

A=i yz 
rex;?; -I- y2) 

xz 
j r(x2 + )'2)' 

Note that the solution diverges fo~ 8 = 0, 7T corresponding to x, Y =, O. 
(c) Finally, show that A = -8091(sin e/r) is a solution. Note that although this solution 

does not divccge (r '# '0) it is no longer single-valued for all possible a7imuth angles. 

2.4.19 A magnetic vector potential is given by 

jLomxr 
A=47T~' 

Show that this leads to the magnetic induction B of a point magnetic dipole, dipole 
momentm. 

A(lS, For m=km, 

2mcosO msinO 
V X A= fo --,-,- + e, -e-'-' 

Cf. Eqs, 12.146 and 12,147. 

2.4.20 At large distances from its source, electric dipole radiation has fields 
!(~r-wt) 

E=allsinf}-'--e" , 
Show that Maxwell's equations 

BB 
VXE=-at 

are satisfied, if we take 

and 

• e!(kr-wr) 

B = aD sm () ---<Po· , 

aE 
VXB=eojLoot 

aE/an = wlk = c = (co /.LO)-112. 

Hint. Since, is large, terms of order ,-2 may be dropped. 

2.5 Separation of Variables 

In cartesian coordinates ti1e Helmholtz equation (Eq. 2.1) becomes 

D2!jJ (j2~1 (j2!jJ 1',/, _ 0 
;;2"+-;-2+;2+('1'- , 
uX uy uZ , 

(2.42) 
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using Eq. 2.26 for the Laplacian. For the prese'nt let k 2 be a constant. Perhaps the 
simplest way of treatin'g a partial differential equation such as 2.42 is to split it 
up into a set of ordinary differential equations. This may be done as follows: Let 

,y(x, y, z) ~ X(x) Y(y) Z(z) (2.43 ) 

and substitute back into Eq. 2.42. How do we know Eq. 2.43 is valid? The answer 
is very simple. We do not know it is valid! Rather we are proceeding in the spirit 
of let's try it and see if it works. If our attempt succeeds, then Eq. 2.43 will be 
justifi.ed. if it does not succeed, we shall find Ol,lt soon enough and then we shall 
have to try another attack such as Green's fUnctions, integral transforms, or brute 
forcel) numerical analysis. With ~I assumed given by Eq. 2.43, Eq. 2.42 becomes 

d'X d'y d'Z 
YZ-+ XZ- + Xy- + k'XYZ~O. (2.44) 

dx 2 dy2 dz 2 

Dividing by !jJ = X YZ and rearranging terms, we obtai~ 

Id 2 x 2 JdZY l{eZ 
X dx 2 = -k - Y tly2 - Z-:r;z· (2.45) 

Equation 2A5 exhibits one separation of variables. The left-hand side is a function 
of x alone, whereas the right-hand side depends only on y and z. So Eq. 2A5 is a 
sort of paradox. A function of x is equated to a function of y and z, but x, y, and z 
are all independent coordinates. This independence means that the behavior of x as 
an independent variable is not determined by y and ::. The paradox is resolved by 
setting each side equal to a const,ant, a constant of separation. We choose I 

I d'X _ fZ , X dx 2 = 

I d'y I d 2Z _k2 _______ /2 

Y dy2 Z dz 2 

Now, turning our attention to Eq. 2.47, 

I d'y I d 2Z 
- _k2 + j2 ___ ', 

y tly2 - Z dz 2 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

and a second separation has 'been achieved. Here we have a function of y equated 
to a function of z and the same paradox appears. We resolve it' a,s before by equating 
each side to another constant of sept: :ation, _m 2 , 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

introducing a constant n2 by k 2 = /2 + m 2 + n2 to produce a symmetric set of 
equations. Now we have three ordinary differential equations (QAo_ 2.49, and 

\ The choice of sign, completely arbitrary here, will be fixed in specific problems by the need 
to satisfy specific boundary conditions. 
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2.50) to replace Eq. 2.42. Our assumption (Eq. 2.43) has succeeded and is thereby 
justified. 

Our solution should be labeled according to the choice of our ·constants t, m, and 
11, that is, 

IPlm,(X, Y, z) ~ X,(x) Ym(Y) Z,(z). (2.50a) 

Subject to the conditions of the problem being solved and to the condition k 2 = 

{2 + m 2 + /1 2
, we may choose I, m, <,tnd fl'as we like, and Eq. 2.S0a will stili be a 

solution of Eq. 2. J, provided Xl(x) is a solution of Eg. 2.46, etc. We may develop 
the most general solulion of Eq. 2.1 by taking a linear combination of solutions 

t/llmn, 
I.JJ = L Qlmn1/1Imll' (2.50b) 

l,m,I! 

The constant coefficients a/mn are finally chosen to permit I.Ji to satisfy the boundary 
conditions oS the problem. 

How is this possible? What is the justification for writing Eq. 2,50b? The 
justification is found in noting that Vl + kl is a linear (differential) operator. A 
linear operator :t' is defined as an operator with the following two properties: 

!E(atf;) ~ a!Elp, 
where a is a constant and 

As a consequence of these properties, any linear combination of solutions of a 
linear differential equation is also a solution, From its explicit form Vl + kl is 
seen to have these two properties (and is therefore a linear operator). Equation 2.50b 
then follows 'as a direct application of these two defining properties~ 

A further generalization may be noted. The separation process just described 
WQuid go through just as well for 

with k'2 a new constant. 
We would simply have 

/(, ~ f(x) + g(y) + h(z) + Ii"~, 

,I d l X 2 

X dx' + f(x) ~ -/ 

(2.50c) 

(2.50d) 

replacing Eq. 2.46. The solutions X, Y, and Z would be different, but the technique 
of splitting the partial differential equation and of taking a linear combination of 
solutions would be the same. 

fn case the reader wonders what is going on here, this technique of separation 
of variables of a partial differential equ~tion has been introduced to illustrate the 
usefulness of these coordinate systems. The solutions of the resultant ordinary 
differential equations are developed in Chapters 8 through 13. 

Let us try to separate Eq. 2.1, again with k 2 constant, in spherical polar co
ordinates. Using Eq. 2.32, we obtain 

1 We are especially interested in linear operators because in quantum mechanics physical 
quantities are represented by linear operators operating in a complex, infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space. 

2.5 SEPARATION OF VARIABLES 

_1_[sin e iJ..(r' Otf;) + iJ..(sin e OV/) + _1 . 8'tf;] 
,.' sin 0 01' Or 08 80 sin e iJ<p' 

Now, in analogy with Eq. 2.43 we try 

tf;(,., e, '1') ~ R(r) G(O) <D(<p). 

By substituting back into Eq. 2.51 and dividing by RGclJ, we have 

1 d ( ,d R) 1 d (. dG) 1 d'<I> 
-- I' - + S1110---..--:... +-----~ 
Rr2 dr rJr 01'1 sin 0 dO dO Q)r2 sin l 0 d<pl 
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(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

Note that all derivatives are now ordinary derivatives rather than partials. By 
multiplying by 1" sin' 0 we can isolate (l/q»(d'<I>/drp') loobtain 

Id'<I> ,., [ , 1 d(,dR) 1 d(.dG)] ---~r sm 0 -k - -- I' - --.--- smO- . (2.54) 
<I> d(p2 1" R dr dl' r'sJO OG dO dO 

Equation 2.54 relates a funCtion of qJ alone to a function of I' and e alone, Since 
1', 0, and qJ are independent variables, we equate each side of Eg. 2.54 to a constant. 
Here a little consideration can simplify the later analysis. In almost all physical 
~problems tp will appear as an azimuth angle. This suggestsa periodic solution rather 
than an exponential. With this in mind, let us use _m 2 as the separation constant. 
Any constant will do, but this one will make life a little casier. Then 

1 d'(j>(p) , 
---- =-m 

<I> d<p' 
(2.55) 

and 
1 d ( ,dR) 1 d(.. dG) m' 

r2R dr r dr + 1'2 sin e0 de SIO 0 dO - ~2 sin 2 (j = 
(2.56) 

Multiplying Eq. 2.56 by 1'2 and rearranging terms, we obtain 

-- ,. ~ +r k = ----- slnO- +--. 1 d ( 2 dR) " 1 d (. dG) m' 
R d,. dr sin OG dO de sin' 8 

(2.57) 

Again the variable's are separated. We equate each side to a constant Q and finally 
obtain 

1 d (. dG) m' - - Sm e - - -- G + QG ~ 0 
sin 8 d8 dO sin' G ' 

(2.58) 

~ ~(r2 dR) + k'R _ QR ~ O. (2.59) 
,.2dr dr rl 

Once more we". have replaced a partial differential equation of three variables by 
three ordinary differential equations. The solutions of these ordinary differential 
equations are discussed in Chapters 11 and 12. In Chapter 12, fOF example, Eq. 
2.58 is identified as the associated Legendre equation in which the constant Q 
becomes 1(1 + 1); I is an integer. 

Again, our most general solution may be written 

(2.60a) 
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The restriction that k 2 be a constant is unnecessarily severe. The separation process 
will still be possible for k 2 as' general as 

1 1 
k' ~ fer) + -, g(8) + ~e help) + k'2 

r r sm 
(2.60b) 

In the hydrogen atom problem, one of the most important examples of the Schro- ... 
dinger wave equati-on with a closed form solution, we have k 2 = f(r). Equation 
2.59 for the hydrogen atom becomes the associated Laguerre equation. Separation 
of variables and an investigation of the resulting ordinary differential equations are 
taken up again in Section 8.2. Now we return to an investigation of the remaining 
special coordinate systems. 

EXERCISES 

2.5.1 By lelting the operator ,,2 t, k 2 act on the general form (/l1j;l(X, y, z) + Q2 r/;2(x, y, z), show 
that it is linear, that is, that (\72'--1-' k~)(allh +a~!h) = a1(\72 + k2)~1 + a2(V2 --I- k 2)ifi2. 

2.5.2 Verify that 

is separable (in spherical polar coordinates). The functions f. g, and h are functions only 
of the variables indicated; k 2 is a constant. 

2.5.] An atomic (quantum mechanical) paliicle is confined inside a rectangular box of sides 
a, b, and c. The particle is described by a wave function if; which satisfies the Schrodinger 
wave equation 

n' 
_. 2m V'op ~ E</>. 

The wave function is required to vanish at each surface of the box (but not to be identically 
zero). This condition imposes constraints on the separation constants and therefore .on 
the energy E. What is the smallest value of £ for which such a solution can be obtained? 

Ans. E= 1T21i2,(~ + ..: + ~). 
2m a2 b2 c2 

2.6 Circular Cylindrical 'Coordinates (p, <p, z) 

From Fig. 2.4 we obtain the transformation relations 

x = p cos CP', 

y = p sin <p, 

z = z, 

(2.61) 
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using p for the perpendicular distance from the z-axis and saving r for the distance 
from the origin. According to these equations or from the length elements the 
scale factors are 

(2.62) 

The families of coordinate surfaces shown in 
Fig. 2.4 are 

1. Right circular cylinders having the z-axis 
as a common axis, 

p = (Xl -I- yl)lll = constant. 

2. Half planes through the z-axis, 

FIG. 2.4 Circular cylinder, co- cP = tan -1 (~) !::::: constant. 
~ ordinates 

3. Planes parallel to the xy-plane, as in the cartesian system, 

• z"", constant. 

The limits on p, (p and z are 

O~p<oo, o ~ <p ~ 2n:, and - 00 < z < 00. 

From Eqs. 2.13,2.17,2.18, and 2.22, 

a</> -I8</> iJif; 
V</>(p, <p, Z) ~ Po " + '1'0 - ~ + k -a ' 

up po<p z 

I a loV. OV" v 'v ~ --(pV) + -- +~, 
pap p p O(P OZ 

Po P'l'o kl 
1 8 8 a v x v~-
P op D<P GZ 

vp pV. v" 

(2.63) 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

Finally, for problems such as circular wave guides or cylindrical cavity resonators 
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the vector Laplacian V2Y resolved in circular cylindrical c00fdinates is 

2 2 1 2 avp 
V VI", = V V", - 2 V", + 2 ~, 

P P 8rp 
(2.67) • 

V'v I, = V'V,. 

The basic reason for the form of the z-component is that the z-axis is a cartesian 
axis, that is, 

V'(Po Vp + 'Po v" + kV,) = V'(Po V, + 'Po V.) + k V2 V, 

. , 
= Pof(V" V.) + 'Pog(Vp, V.) + k V V,. 

The operator V2 operating on the Po, <Po unit vectors stays in the Po <I»o-plane. This 
behavior holds in all such cylindrical systems. 

EXAMPLE 2.6.1 CYLINDRICAL RESONANT CAVITY 

Consider a circular cylindrical cavity (radius a) with perfectly conducting walls. 
Electromagnetic waves will oscillate in such a cavity. If we assume our electric and 
magnetic fields have a time dependence e- iwt

, then Maxwell's equations lead to 

v x V x E = w2solloE. (Cf. Example 1.9.2) (2.68) 

With V . E = 0 (vacuum, no charges), 

V2E + a2E = 0, 

where V2 is the vector Laplacian and a2 = oleoJ1.o. In cylindrical coordinates E;r; 

splits off, and we have the scalar Helmholtz equation 

V2£,z + ct.?E;r; = 0, 

and the boundary condition E, (p = a) = o. 

Using Eq. 2.65, Eq. 2.69 becomes 

1 8 (8E,) 1 8'E, o'E, 2 

P Op p {Jp + p' 8rp' + 8z' +" E, = O. 

We try E,(p, rp, z) = Plp)i/)(p)Z(Z) 

to obtain 

(2.69) 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

EXERCISES 

Splitting off the z-dependence with a separation constant _k2, 

1 d'Z ___ = _k2 

Z dz' 
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For our cavity problem, sin kz and cos kz are the appropriate solutio:o.s (in that we 
can choose them to match the boundary conditions at the ends of th~ cavity). The 
exponentials e±ik;r; would be appropriate for a wave guide (traveling waves), 
cf. Section 11.3. 

Using y2 = a2 _ k 2 , we isolate the qJ dependence by multiplying by p2. We set 

1 d'i/) 
- m2 

<Pd<p2-- , 

with <D«p) = e±im<p, sin m<p, cos m<p: Then the remaining p dependence is 

p ~ (p ~:) + (y'p' :- m 2
) P = O. (2.72) 

This is Bessel's equation. The solutions are developed in Chapter 11. This particular 
example .. with Bessel functions, is continued as Example 11.2.2. 

EXERCISES 

2.6.1 Resolve the circular cylindrical unit vectors into their cartesian components. 

po = icoso/ +- j sin 'P. 

2.6.2 

tpo= -isin'P+ jcos 'P, 

ku= k. 

Resolve the cartesian unit vectors into their circular cylindrical components. 

i = pocos<p-tposin'P, 

j = pos n'P + tpocos'P, 

k= ku. 

·'2.6i A particle is moving through space Find (he circular cylindrical components of its velocit~ 
and acceleration. 

Vp = jJ, 

Vrp=f<P. 

Vz = I, 

-- -1----

av=p-prj;2, 

alP =pcp -I- 2prj;, 

a~= z~ 
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Hint. 

r(l) ~ Po(t)p(t) + kz(t) 

~ [I cos '1'(1) ~ i sin 'I'(t)lp(1) + kz(t), 

Note. p = dp/dt, P = d"p/de·, etc. 

2.6.4 Show that the Helmholtz equation 

\l2ifl + k 2ifl = 0 

is still separable in circular cylindrical coord{nates if k 2 is generalized to k 2 + f(p) + 
(I/p')g('I') + h(z),' 

2.6.5 Solve Laplace's equation V2if; = 0, in cylindrical coordinates for '" = rj;(p). 

Ans. if1=k In!!.. 
po 

2.6.6 1n right circular cylindrical coordinates a particular vector function is given by 

V(p, '1') ~ PoV,(p, '1') + 'Po V.(p, '1'), 

Show that V x V has only a z-component. Note that tbis result will hold for any vector 
confined to a surface q3 = constant as long as the products III VI and 112 V2 are each 
independent of q3 . 

2.6.7 A conducting wire along the z-axis carries a current 1. The resulting magnetic vector 
potential is given by 

A ~ k 1'1 In(~), 
2". p 

Show that the magnetic induction B is given by 

2.6.8 A force is described by 

1'1 
B = <po -. 

2".p 

F= ~j_Y __ +i _x_, 
x2 + y2 x2 + y2 

(a) Express F In circular cylindrical coordinates, 
Operating entirely in circular cylit)drical coordinates for (b) and (c), 

(b) calculate the curl of F and 
(e) calculate the work done by F in encircling the unit circle once counterclockwise. 

Cd) How do you recon~ile the results of (b) and ee)? 

2.6.9 A transverse electromagnetic wave (TEM) in a coaxial wave guide has an electric field 
E = E(p, cp)e Ukz - wt) and a magnetic induction field of B = R(p, cp)e({kz-CJJt). Since the 
wave is transverse neither E nor B has a z component. The two fields satisfy the vector 
Laplacian equation 

'iI'E(p, '1') ~ 0 

'iI'B(p, '1') ~ 0, 

(a) Show that E = poEo(a!p)el(kz-Wt> and n = cpoBo(a/p)el(k%-W.) are solutions, Here a 
is the radius of the inner conductor. 

(b) Assuming a vacuum inside the wave guide, verify that Maxwell's equations are 
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satisfied with 

BolEo = k/w = fLo eoCw/k) = lie. 

2.6.10 A calculation of the magnetohydrodynani.ic pinch effect involves the evaluation of 
(B. \7)B. If the magnetic induction B is taken to be B = Ci>oBip), show that 

(B. \7)B = -PoB,/lp. 

2.6.11 (a) Explain why "if2 in plane polar coordinates follows frOiD. \71, in circular cylindrical 
coordinates with z = constant. 

(b) Explain why taking \72 in spherical polar coordinates and restricting e to 'TT/2 does 
NOT lead to the plane polar form of "IJ2. 

Note. 
82 18182 

'iI'(p,'I') ~- + - -+--, 
Op2 p op p2 8cp2 

2.7 Elliptic Cylindrical Coordinates Cu, D, z) 

One reasonable way OJ'classifying the separable coordinate systems is to start with 
the confocal eJli.psoidaJ system (Section 2.15) and derive the other systems as 
degenerate cases. Details of this procedure yrill be found in Morse and Feshbach's 
Methods of Mathematical Physics, Chapter- 5. Here, to emphasize the application 

FIG. 2.5 Elliptic cylindrical coordinates 
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rather than a derivation, we take the coordinate systems in order of symme:ry 
properties, -proceeding with those that have an axis of translation: All of .thos~ wIth 
an axis of translation' are e'ssentially two-dimensional systems wIth a tlllrd dimen
sion (the z-axis) tacked on. 

For the elliptic cylindrical system we have 

x = a cosh u cos v, 

y = a sinh u sin D, 

z = z. 
The families of coordin-ate su,rt"aces are the rollowing: 

1. Elliptic cylinders, u = constant, 0 .:S.; U < 00. 

2. Hyperbolic cylinders, v = constant, 0 ~ v ~ 2rr. 

3. Planes parallel to the xy-plane. z = constant, - co < z < 00. 

This may be s;en by inverting Eq. 2.73. Squaring each sIde, 

x 2 = a2 cosh 2 u cos 2 
D, 

y2 = a2 5inhz u sin2 v, 
from ;which 

x 2 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

(2.76) 

(2.77) 

Holding u ~~nstant, Eq. 2.76 yields a family of ellipses with.the x~axis the major one. 
For v = constant, Eq. 2.77 gives hyperbolas with focal pomts on the x-a1'is. 

The scale factors are 

hI = hll = a(sinh 2U + sin 2V) I/~ 

h2 = hI) = a(sinh2 U + sin 2 
V)1/2, 

h, ~ h, ~ l. 

(2.78) 

We shall meet this s.¥stem again as a two-dimensional system in Chapter 6 when 
we take up conformal mapping. 

EXERCISES 

2.7.1 Let cosh /1 '--' ql, cos V = q~, z .-,- q:J. Find the new sc<\1e factors hlJl and hq2 • 

2.9 BIPOLAR COORDINATES (t,~, z) 

2.7.2 Show that the Helmholtz equation in ellipti'c cylindrical coordinates separates into 
(a) the linear oscillator equation for the z dependence, 
(~) Mathieu's equation 

d'g 
dv2 + (b - 2qcos 2v)g = 0, 

and 
(c) Mathieu's modified equation 

d'j 
- - (b- 2qcosh 211)/= O. 
du' 

2.B Parabolic Cylindrical Coordinates (¢, 11, ::) 

The transformation equations, 

x ~ ~q, 

Y = 1(1]2 - C), 

z = z, 
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(2.79) 

generate two sets of orthogonal parabolic cylinders (Fig. 2.6). By solving Eg. 2.79 
for ~ and 17 we obtain the following; 

1. Parabolic cylinders, ~ = constant,· 

2. Parabolic cylinders, '1 = constant, O::S;ll<W. 

3. Planes parallel to the .\),-piane, :: = constant, 

From Eq. 2.6 the scale factors are ' 

h. "F h~ = (C + 1]2)1/2, 

hi = 11,,= (~2 -I- 1]2)1/2, 

hJ=h,,=I. 

2.9 Bipolar Coordinates (~, '/,.:) 

- OJ < ~ < OJ. 

(2.80) 

fhi;; is an oddball coordinate system. It is not a degenerate case of t'he confocal 
'ellipsoidal coordinates. Equation· 2.1 is not completely separable in this system 
even for {,;2 = 0 (cf. Exercise 2.9.2). It is included here as an example of how an 
unusual coordinate system may be chosen to fit a problem. 

i The parabolit cylinder g = constant is invariant to the sign of t. We must let ~ (or 7]) go negatlve 
to cover negative values of x. 
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~ = constant 

x 

FIG. 2.6 Parabolic cylindrical coordlnates,,(ToP) Cross section 

2.9 BIPOLAR COORDINATES (t.~. z) 

The transformation equations are 

a sinh 1] 
x = cC:-o:Cs-;:h-~=_::Cc-"o-s-;;C 

a sin ~ 
y = -.,---"--, 

cosh ~ - cos ~ , 

z = z. 

Dividing Eg. 2.81a by 2.8Ib, we obtain 

x sinh 1J 

y= sinC 

Using Eq. 2.82 to eliminate ~ from Eq. 2.81a, we have 

(x - a coth ~)' + y' = a' cseh' ~. 

Using Eq. 2.82 to eliminate ~ from Eq. 2.8Ib, we have 

x 2 + (y _ a cot ~)2 = a2 csc2 ~. 
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(2.81a) 

(2.81b) 

(2.81c) 

(2.82) 

(2.83) 

(2.84) 

From Eqs. 2.83 and 2.84 we may identify the coordinate surfaces as follows: 

1. Circular cylinders, center at y = a cot~, 

~ = constant, 0:<:;; ~.:<S; 2n. 

2. Circular cylinders, center at x = a eoth IJ, 

1J = constant, - co < 1] < co, 

3. Planes parallel to xy-plane, 

z = constant, - 00 < z < co, 

When 1] ........ 00, coth 1] ----jo 1 and csch, '1-+ O. Equation 2.83 has a solution x = a, 
y = O. Similarly, when 1] -Jo - co, a solution is x = -a, y = 0, the circle degenerating 
to a point, the cylinder to a line. The family of circles (in the xYRplane) described by 
Eq. 2.84 passes through both of these points. This follows from noting that x = ±a, 
y = 0 are solutions of Eg. 2.84 for any value of~. 

The scale factors for the bipolar system are 

a 
hl"= h(, = , 

cosh .~ - cos ~ 

a 
Il z = hl/ = , 

cosh 11 - cos c; (2.85) 

h3=hz=1. 

To see how the bipolar system may be useful let us start with the three points 
~ (a, 0), (-a, 0), and (x, y) and the two distance vectors p, and p, at angles of 8, 
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y 

FIG. 2.7 Bipolar coordinates 

y 

and 8
2 

from the positive x-axis. From Fig: 2.8 

(x,y) 

p, and 
_~~~~-+-----!a~--X , -a 

FIG. 2.8 

We define' 
p, 

'fI12 =111-, 
p, 

~12 = 0, - 0" 

By taking tan~" and Eq. 2,87 

pi = (x _a)' + y', 

y 
tan (\ = ----, 

x-a 

y 
tan 0 = ----. 

2 x+a 

tan ()l - tan O2 

tan e12 = 1 + tan 01 tan 0; 

y(x - aJ - y(x + a) 
= 1 + y'(x - a)(x + a) 

1 The notation In i" used to indicate log". 

, 

(2.86) 

(2,87) 

(2.88a) 

(2.88b) 

(2,89) 

2.9 BIPOLAR COORDINATES (t,~. x) !OI 

From Eq. 2,89, Eq, 2.84 follows directly. This identifies ~ as ~'2 = 0, - 02' Solving 
Eq, 2.88a [or p,(p, and combining this with Eq, 2.86, we get 

e2'1!2 =pi = ex + a)2 + y2 pr (x _ a)' + y2 
(2.90) 

Multiplication by e-'112 and use of the definitions of hyperbolic sine and cosine, 
produces Eq, 2.83, which identifies ~ as ~12 = In (P2!P,), The following example 
exploits this identification. 

EXAMPLE 2,9,1 

An infinitely long straight wire carries a 
current I in the negative 'z-direction. A second 
wire, parallel to the first, carries a current I in 
the positive z-direction. Using 

/ cIA P 

I 
I 

p, I 
I 
I 
1 

r = (p2 + Z2)il2 Z 

1'0 dA 
dA=-I-

4n r' 
(2,91) 

I 
"'I find,A, the magnetic vector potential, and B, 

the magnetic ihductance. 
From Eq. 2,91 ,A has only a z-component. 

-/ P 

Integra.ting over each wire from 0 to P and 
taking the limit as P --7 00, we 0 btain 

FIG. 2.9 Antiparallel electric cur-
rents 

I'ol . (fP dz fP dz ) 
A, =- hm 2 J .- 2 J.. .., 

411: p-. 00 0 p~ + Z2 0 pf + Z2 
(2.92) 

1'01 -----. ---_. 
A, = --4 lim2[ln(z + Jpj + Z2)1~ -In(z + Jpi + ,2)lb], 

n P-->oo 

1'0I( I' 2 I P + J pj + p
2 

2 J P2) =-- UTI n .- n-. 
4n p-4 CD P + .J pi + p2 P 1 

(2,93) 

This reduces to 
1'01 p, J10I 

A,= ---In-= ---~, 
2n p, 2n 

(2.94) 

So far there has been. no need for bipolar coordinates. Now, however, let us 
calculate the magnetic inductance B from B = V x A. From Eqs. 2.22 and 2.85 

h,So h,1]o k 

8 8 a. 
8~ a~ DZ 

(cosh ~ - cos ~)' 
B= 2 a 

o o 

= -~o (cosh ~ - cos ~) .1'01 . 
a 2" 

(2.95) 
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The ~agnetic field has only a ~oMcomponent. The reader is urged to try to compute 
B in some other coordinate system. 

We shall return to bipolar coordinates in Sections 2.13 and 2.14 to derive the 
toroidal and bispherical coordinate systems. 

2.9.1 

2.9.2 

U.) 

2.9.4 

2.9 •• 

EXERCISES 

Show that specifying the radius of each of two parallel ,cylinders and the center to ~~nter 
distance fixes a particular bipolar coordinate system III the sense that 7}1 (first cllc1e), 
1]2 (second circle) and a are ll.-~liquelY determined. 

(a) Show that Laplace's equation, \72 VJ(t, 1), z,) = 0 is not completely separable in bipolar 

coordinates. .1. .1,(' ) h t' "f 
(b) Show that a complete separation is possible if we require that 'f' = 'f' S, 1] , t a JS, I 

we restrict ourselves to a two-dimensional system. 

Find the capacitance per unit length of two conducting cylinders of radii band c and of 
infil!ite length, with axes parallel and a distance d apart. 

21780 
C~--. 

'r}1 -- 'r}2 

As a limiting case of Exercise 2.9.3, find the capacitance per u~it le.ngth be~ween a conduct
ing cylinder and a conducting infinite plane parallel to the aXIS of the cylinder. 

217eO 
C~-. 

l' 

A parallel wire wave guide (transmission line) consists of two infinitely long conductlllg 
cylinders defined by YJ = ± 7]1· 

(a) Show that 

'r1 =cosh- 1 . • (
center-center distance) 

-11 CYlinder diameter 

(b) From'Example 2.9.1 and Exercise 2.9.3 we expect a TEM mode with electric and 
magnetic fields of the fo~m 

E Yl 1 E eJ(b-wr) 
= '10 ih 0 

H = -;0 J:.. f[oel(kz-wt). 
h, 

Show that Eo = VolT) 1 where 2 Vo is the maximum voltage difference. between the cylinders. 
(c) With Ho = (eolfJ-o)lfZEo, show that Mru:'well's equations are satisfied. 
(d) By integrating the time averaged :oyntmg vector 

P~HEXH*) 

calculate the rate al which energy is propagated along, this transmission line. 

Ans. Power = 2rr(8o!/Lo)1 f2(V3!T}1)' 

2.10 PROLATE SPHEROIDAL COORDINATES (u, v, r:p) 103 

2.10 Prolate Spheroidal Coordinates (u. v. '1') 

Let us start with the elliptic ,coordinates of Section 2.7 as a two-dimensional 
system. We can generate a three-dimensional system by rotating about the major 
or minor elliptic axes and introducing qJ as an azimuth angle (Fig. 2.10). Rotating 
first about the major axis gives us prolate spheroidal coordinates with the following 
coordinate surfaces: ' 

1. Prolate spheroids, 

U = constant, 

2. Hypcrboloids of two sheets, 

o ~ u < co. 

V= constant, 

3. Half planes through the z-axis, 

o ~ v ~ n. 

qJ = constant, O~(p:S:;2rr. 

l'he transformation equations afC 

x = a sinh u sin vcos <p, 

y = a sinh u sin v sin cp, 

Z = a cosh u cos v. 

(2.96) 

Note that we have permuted our cartesian axes to make the axis of rotational 
symmetry the z-axis. The scale factors for this system are 

x 

" 

hl = hu = a(sinhZ u + sin z V)1/2, 

= a(coshZ u - cos 2 V)1IZ, 

hz = hv == a(sinh2 u + sinz V)1/2, 

h3 = h" = a sinh u sin v. 

(z, x) 

" 

(2.97) 

~--~~---t-----L--__ z 
-a a 

The prolate spheroidal coordinates are 
rather important in physics, primarily beGause 
of their usefulness in treating "two~cen..ter" 
problems. The two centers will correspOl'ld to 
the two focal points. (0.0, a) and (0. 0, -a). 
of the ellipsoids and hyperboloids of revolu
tion. As shown in Fig. 2.11. we label the 
distance from the left focal point to Ule point 
(z, x), r i • and the corresponding qistal\te from 
the right focal point rz . 

FIG. 2.11 
r1 + r2 = constant, for fixed u. 

The point (z, x) is described in' terms of u 
and v by Eqs. 2.96. The azimuth is irrelevant here. From the pronerties of the 
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Axis of rotatiOnal symmetry 

v='fT/2 __________ ~---+----_r~,~--r_----~'O~_t--------y , 

FIG. 2.10 Prolate spheroidal coordinates. (TOP) Cross section 

2.10 PROLATE: SPHEROIDAL COORDINATES (u, v, tp) 

ellipse and hyperbola we know 

Using 

and Eq. 2.96, we find 

or 

r1 + r2 = constant, 

r 1 - r 2 = constant, 

for fixed u, 

for fixed v. 

r1 = [Ca + Z)2 + x 2J1/Z, 

r2 ~ [(a - Z)2 + X']II', 

r 1 = a(cosh u + cos v), 

r 2 = a(cosh u - cos v), 

f1 + '2 ----- = cos':l u 
2a 

rt-r2=COSV 

2a 

105 

(2.98) 

(2.99) 

(2.100) 

(2.101) 

This means u is a function of the sum of the distances trom the two centers, whereas 
v is a function of the difference of the distances from the two centers. 

To facilitate this application of the coordinate system we change the variables by 
introducing 

Note carefully that 

~1 = c.osh u, 

~2 = cos v, 

o ~ ~3 ::; 2n. 

ht;! = hcosb II ¥- hu' 

New. variables involve new scale factors. 

EXAMPLE 2.10.1 

(2.102) 

(2.103) 

The hydrogen molecule ion is a system composed of two protons which we take 
to be fixed at the focal points and one electron, The Schrodinger wave equation 
for this system is 

f12 e2 e2 e2 

-V'if; --if; --if; +-," ~ Eif;. 
2M rl r2 r12 

(2.104), 

"The variables r 1 and r 2 are defined in Fig. 2.11, and f12 , the proton-proton distance, 
is just 2a, The problem is to separate the variables in Eq. 2,104. 

In choosing the prolate spheroidal coordinates, ~1' ~2' ~3' our first step is to 
calculate the scale factors. From Eqs. 2.96 and 2.102 

_ (~i - (i) 1/2 

h<;2 - a 1 _ (~ , (2.105) 
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Using theses,ale fa~tors and Eq. 2.18a, we find 

i( 1 8 f, 8.jJl 1 _il,J(1 __ ~Dav/] 
V'.jJ ~ ~ (~; __ ~ll ii~1 L(~ 1 -- 1) a~,J + (~; -- W e~,L v¢, 

1 8'.jJ) 
+ (~l-- 1)(1 -- m a~l . 

(2.106) 

From Eq. 2.100 
e2 e1 e22a~ 1 

G+G= a2(~~ -c;i)' 
(2.107) 

By substituting Eqs. ~.106 and 2.107 into Eq. 2.104 and usin.g the now standard 

procedure, .jJ(~I' ~,; ~,) ~ 11«(1) I,(¢,) /,«(,), (2.108) 

we can quickly isolate the azimuthal (C;3) dependence to obtain 

II 'J 112 (I 1:t,..!'w __ 1) ~ 
--2Ma'(~1--~D/,d~,L 1 d~1 

11 d [ . ,dl'l) 2e
2 ~ 1 _ E' 

+ (~j __ @/2 d~2 (1 -- ~,) d~,J - -;;- (~j -- ~ll 
h' 1 ld

2
/, 

~ 2Ma 2 (~j -- 1)(1 -- ~l).r; d~l . 
(2.109) 

E '/ a constant As in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, we set 
·Here we have used E'::::: -' - e r12' . 

1 d2f3 2 ___ =_n'l. 

h d~i 
(2.110) 

Equation 2.109 may be simplified to yield 

[ 
dj 1 4Mae'~ 2Ma

2
E' , !..!..r/e __ l)d!11+!..~ (l--m-2 + h21+ h' «;j--~,) 

j, d¢ L~' 1 d(;IJ!2 d~, d~, 
1 1 __ m2 [_1_ + -1-,1.- (2.111) 

-- ~l-- I 1 -- ~2 

The variables ¢1 and C;2 separate by inspection, and we have one secondworder 
differential equation [or!I(¢,) and another [or!,(~,).. 

An example of the use of prolate spheroidal coordinates in electrostatIcs appears 

in Section 12.11. 

EXERCISES 

2.10.1 
h that the_ volume element in prolate spheroidal ca-

Using g = cosh u, ?? = cos v, s ow . 
ordinates obtained by direct transformatton of 

2.11 OBLATE SPHEROIDAL COORDINATES (u,v,~) 1«7 

dT = (1'1 (sinh2 u -I- sin2 v) sinh u sin v (/!1-dv drp 
is 

cIT = _a3(g2 - "12) dg d7J dep. 

(The minus sign will be taken out by reversing the limits of integration over r;.) 

2.10.2 Using prolate spheroidal coordinates, set up the volume integral representing the volume 
ofa given prolate ellipsoid using (a) II, v, rp and (b) g, 71, 'P. Evaluate the integrals and show 
that your results are equivalent to the usual result given in terms of the semi axes, 

4 , 
V= 31Tuo60, 

where au i.~ the semiminor axis and 60, the scrnimajor axis. 

2.10.3 In the quantum mechanical analysis of the 11yi:1rogen molecule by the Heitlcr-London 
method we encounter the integral 

I 
h[L = - fe-("+r~)/rtu dT, 

17Ug 
in whicb the vo.lume integral is over all space. Introduce prolate spheroidal coordinates 

'}nd evaluate the integral. Ans.lJn= (1 + ~ + 2.C::-)e-2alao. 
ao 3ao 

2.11 Oblate Spheroidal Coordinates (u, v, '1') 

. When the elliptic coordinates of Section 2.7 (taken as a two-dimensional set) 
are rotated about· the minor elliptic axis, we generate another three-dimensional 
spheroidal system, the oblate spheroidal coordinate· system. Again q> is the azimu
thal angle. The coordinate surfaces are the following: 

I. Oblate spheroids, 
u = constant, 

2. Hyperbololds of onc sheet, 

v = constant, 1 

3. Half planes through the z-axis, 

q>.= constant, 

O~u<oo, 

o ~ q> ~ 2n. 

The transformation equations relating to cartesian coordinates may bl! written 

x = a cosh u cos v cos (P 

y = a cosh u cos v sin cp 

z = a sinh u sin v. 

that v has a range of only 17 in contrast to the range of 21T for elliptic cylindrical coordi
(Section 2.7). The negative values of v generate negative values of z. 
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Axis of rotational symmetry 

FIG. 2.12 Oblate spheroidal coordinates. Cross section 

The scale factors become 

. 2 . 2 )'/2 hI = hu = a (smh u + SlO v 

2 2 )'/2 =a(cosh u-cos v , 
(2.112) 

. 2 . 2 )'/2 h2 = hu = a(smh u + 5111 v , 

h = h = a cosh"u cos v. , . . 
'. It . an oblate spheroid which is a good approxl~ Si.n~e holdmg u consta~t res~hi: ~~ordinate system has been useful in describing 

matlon to a planetary SUI ace, . . Ph s Rev Letters 3 8 (1959)). Both 
the earth's gravitational field. (1. P. Vlllt!, y. d .. S t' n i2 II to illustrate 
prolate and oblate 'spheroidal coor~mates are use In ec 10 • 

Legendre functions of the secon~ kmd. dance from x to y as usual and if we 
Note carefully that if we. reqUire ~~ tlo fat h

V 
ded' This will introduce an over-all 

.. fh d (u v '1') thIS system IS e - an . 't . 
lUStst on e or er '.',.' . 1 T t back to a right-handed system I IS (-1) in the expressIon for the cur. 0 ge 
necessary to use only (v, U, cp), 

Vo x Uo = +<Po 

or let v -+( 1t/2) - v in the transformation equati~ns. 

2.12 PARABOLIC COORDINATES (i;,~, '1') 
109 

EXERCISES 

2.11.1 Separate Laplace's equation in oblate spheroidal coordinates. Solve the 9?-dependent 
differential equation. 

2.11.2 A thin conducting metal disk of radius a carries a total electric charge Q. Find the capaci
tance of the disk and the distribution of charge over the surface of the disk. 

c= Baeo, 

a Q 
(on each side). 

2.12 Parabolic Coordinates «(, 'l,(p) 

In Section 2.8 two sets of orthogonal confocal parabolas were described. Imagine 
that"we have taken the system shown in the xy-plane (Fig. 2.6) and have rotated 
about the y-axis the axis of symmetry for each set of parabolas. This generates two 
-sets of orthogonal confocal paraboloids. By permuting the coordinates (CYClically) 
so that the axis of rotation is the z-axis we have the following; 

1. Paraboloids about the positive z-axis, 

( = constant, O';;;~<c:o. 

2. Paraboloids about the negative z-axis, 

1] = constant, o ~,,< co, 

3. Half planes through the z-axis, 

cP = constant, o ~ <p ~ 2n, 

Measuring the azimuth from the x-axis in the xy-plane, as usual; we 0 btain 

x = ~~ cos '1', 

y = ~'I sin '1', 

z = H'I' - e). 
Fro~ Eq,' 2.113 we find the scale factors 

h, = h, = (e + ~2)1/2, 

h, = h, = (~' + ~2)'/2, 

h, = h. = ~~. 

(2.113) 

(2.114) 
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~ 
Axis of rotational 

symmetry 
~ = constant 

----jE---*--)¢+-)E-----1if-------~, 

.,., :::;; constant 

FIG. 2.13 Parabolic coordinates 

From Fig. 2.13 it is seen that 

~o XTIo = -<Po, 

that is, the parabolic system (~.1J, cp) given here is a left-handed system. Equations 
2.113 imply that ~ and IJ each have dimensions of (length)'!.!, For this ,reason some 
writers prefer to use ~y~ in place of our ~ and 1Jv, in place of our 1]. Others have 
interchanged, and ry. 

The parabolic coordinates have found an application in the analysis of the 
Stark effect, I the shift of energy levels which results when an atom is placed in an 
electric field. ' 

EXAMPLE 2.12.1 THE STARK EFFECT 

The presence of the external electric field Eo, along the positive z-axis, adds a 
potential energy term -eEoz to the Schrodinger wave equation. For hydrogen we 
have 

(2.115) 

1 H. A. Bethe and E. S. Saipeter. Quanlllm Mechanics 0/ One- and Two-Electron Atoms. New 
York: Academic Press (1957). 

EXERCISES 111 

Once more the problem is to separate the variables. 

Using Eqs. 2.1Sa and 2.114, we obtain 

(2.116) 

We also find 

~' + ~2 
r~---

2 (2.117) 

Using Eqs. 2.116, 2.117, and ifJ ~ 1m g(ry) iJJ«p), Eq. 2.115 becomes 

.!C I [1 d(,c!f) I d( d9)] 
2M (~' + ry') U d~ 'd~ +;;9 d~ ~dll 

fJ2 t I d 2 <l> 2e2 I!Eo 2 2 

f· 2M ~'rl' (j) dq>' + e + ry' + 2 (ry - ~ ) 1- E ~ O. (2.11S) 

Setting 

1 d'iJJ , 
<Ddcp2 = -m, (2.119) 

Eq. 2.118 may readily be split into the two equations: 

11' [. 1 d ( df ) .. m'] .. eE ~4 
2M Ud~ ¢ d, - ¢' + E<;2 - -}- + A ~ 0 (2.120) 

and 

~[!... i..( dY) ni2] .. , eEory4 
2M ~g d~ ~ <in - -;;' + E~ + -2- + B ~ O. (2.121) 

The constants A and B are arbitrary except for the constraint A + B = 2e 2 • 

Other applications of parabolic coordinates are included in the problems. 

EXERCISES 

Find ~l, h;, and h~ if the parabolic coordinates ({;, 'Y}. 0/) are related to the USlk'll cartesian 
coordmates by 

x=vTt]coso/, y=~sin'f" 

z~!«-~). 
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2.t2.2 Using the (;,7], W defined in Ex. 2.12.1, derive the Stark effect equation corresponding 
to Eq. 2.120. Th'c'resulting equation appears in Ex. 8.4.11 {series solution) and 13.2.12 
(Laguerre polynontials). 

1.12.3 A concept of particular importance in atomic and nuclear physics is that of parity, the 
property oCa wave function being either even or odd under inversion of the coordinates. 
In cartesian coordinates this inversion or parity operator P acting on (x, y, z) gives 

P(x, y, z) = (-x, -y, -z). 

Write out the corresponding operator (jquations in 'the following coordinate systems: 
(a) Spherical golar (r, 0, f{J) 
(b) Circular cyl.indrical (p, cp, z) 
(c) Prolate'spheroidal (II, v, 'P) 
(d) Prolate spheroidal (g, I), qJ) 
(e) Oblate spheroidal (II, 0, qJ) 

(f) Parabolic (g,~, 'P) 

2.12.4 (a) The wave equation for the hydrogenlike atom is 

,,\ 
-2m '11 21/+ Vu=EII, 

where V, the potential energy of the electron is 

v 

and E is the total energy, a number. Show that variables can be separated by lIsing 
parabolic coordinates, 

(b) Show that the v:)dab!es also separate 81 prolate spheroidal coordinates with the 
nucleus at one of the foci. 

2.13 Toroidal Coordinates ((, I}, tp) 

This system is formed by rotating the xy-piane of the bipolar system (Section 
2.9) about the y-axis of Fig. 2.7. The circles centered on the y-axis (¢ = constant) 
yield spheres, whereas the circles centered on the x-axis (11 = constant) form toroids. 
By relabeling the coordinates so that the axis of rotation is again the z-axis, the 
transformation equations arc 

a sinh I} cos (P 
X= 
. cosh 11 - cos ( , 

.a sinh IJ sin' (p 
Y= 

cosh '7 - cos ;; 

a sin ~ 
Z= . 

cosh IJ - cos ~ 

From these equations the scale factors are 

(2.122) x 

2.13 TOROIDAL COORDINATES (C, 'I, <p) 

Axis of rotational symmetry 

~ :::: constant 

11 :::: constant 
y 

FIG. 2.14 Toroidal coordinates. (ToP) Cross section 

113 
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a 
hI = hI', = - , 

, ,cosh ry ,- cos ~ 

a 
cosh t] - cos ~ , 

. asinh1J 
h, = h = . 

'I' cosh t} - cos ~ 

The c<;:l0rdinate surfaces formed by the rotation are the following: 

1. SP.heres centered at (0, 0, a cot~) with radii, alese ~I, 

~ = constant, o ~ ~ ~ 2n. 

2. Toroids, 
tJ = constant, 

(2,123) 

(2.124) 

The cross sections are circles displaced a distance a coth f] from the z-axis and of 
radii a esch 1], 

4a 2(x 2 + y2) coth2 1J = (Xl + l + Z2 -I- a2)2. 

3. Half planes through the z-axis, 

'? = constant, o ~ qJ :s;; 2n. 

(2.125) 

Laplace's. equation" is not completely separable in toroidal coordinates. This 
coordinate system has some physical applications (such as describing vortex rings) 
but they are rare and the system is seldom used. 

Again, as in the two preceding sections, note that (~, 1], q» yields a left-handed 
eet. To transform to a right~handed system perhaps the simplest way is to take the 
coordinates in the order (y/, ~" <p), 

EXERCISES 

2.13.1 Show that the surface area of a toroid defined by Flg. 2.15 is (27m) X (27Th) 
= 47T 2ab. 

2.13.2 As a step in solving Laplace's equation in ioroidal coordinates, assume the potential 
if!(;, 7],~) to have the form 

.pcg,~, '1') ~ v'cosh ~ - cos g XCf)NC~)<l!C'P)' 
Assume further that (a) X(fl = sin ng, cos n;, (b) W(<p) = sin m~, cos m<:p, with n and In 

integers. What is the basis for these forms for xeD ~nd 11l(<p)? Show that Laplace's 

2.14 BISPHERICAL COORDINATES cg, 'J,~) 

equation reduces to 

--- smh -1 dr. dN] 
$inh~ d~ ~ d~ 

m' 
- -.--N-Cn'-t)N~O. 

smh21) 

FIG. 2.15 

2.14 Bj.pherical Coordinates (~, ry, '1') 

115 

Returning to the bipolar coordinates of Section 2.9, a rotation of the xy~plane 
shown in Fig. 2.7, about the,x-axis generates two families of orthogonal intersecting 
spheres. Adding planes of constant azimuth, this is our bispherical system with 
transformation equations: 

x 
a sin ~ cos (P 

cosh Y/ - cos ~ , 

a sin ~ sin <p 
y = , 

cosh Y/ - cos ~ 

a sinh 11 
z 

cosh 11 - cos ~ , 

(2.126) 

more the axis of rotation has been relabeled the zMaxis, 'The scale factors' be· 

a 
h2 = h" = , 

cosh 1] - cos ( 
(2.127) 

h, = h = a sin ~ . 
<I' cosh Y/ - cos ~ 

The coordinate surfaces are the following: 

1. A fourth~order surface of revolution about the zMaxis, 

.:; = constant, "dimples" on z-axis, 

sphere, 
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n 
"2 < {< n, cusps on z~axis, 

2. Spheres of radius alcsch ~I centered at (0, 0, a coth ry), 

rJ = constant, 

3. Half planes through the z-axis, 

q> = constant, 

-00 <y{<CIJ. 

O:s;; <p ~ 2n. 

Laplace's equation is partly separable in this system, though the general 
equation (2.1), k 2 ¥ 0, is not separable. The bispherical coordinate system has been 
f01.l-nd to be useful in specialized electrostatic problems such as the capacitance 
between a conducting sphere' and a nearby conducting plane (cr. Exercise 2.14.1), 

Axis of rotational symmetry 

--------~--++~f}--4_--~~----y 

Flf. 2.16 Bispherical coo;dinates 

2.15 CONFOCAL ELLlP.SOIDAL COORDINATES (g" 1;" 1;,) 117 

EXERCISES 

Show that Laplace's equation is separable in bisphcrical coordinates (to 'within a factor 

~sh YJ - cos g ). 
Hint. Lel if1(g, 1), rp) = ycosh Y) - cos t X([)N(y))(IJ(r:p). 

2.14.2 Using bisphericai coordinates find the capacitance between a conducting sphere and 
(nonintcrsecting) conducting plane. 

2.15 Confocal Ellipsoidal Coordinates (~,'~', ~3) 

ThiS" very general coordinate system has the following three families of co
ordinate surfaces: 

1. Ellipsoids (no two axes are equal), (1 = consfant, 

(2.128) 

'.'2. Hyperboloids of one sheet, ~2 = constant, 

).;2 y2 Z2 

-,~~ + -,~- - ---2 = 1. 
a -~, b - ~2 ~,- e (2.i29) 

Hyperboloids of two sheets, (3 = constant, 

x 2 
y2 Z2 

------------1 
a2 

- ~3 (3 - b 2 (3 _ c2 - . (2.130) 

constants a, b, c are parameters which describe the ellipsoids and hyperbo
subjeCt to the constraints 

a' > ~3 > b' >~, > e' > ~,. (2.131) 

2.128, 2.l29, and 2.130, the minus signs res'ulting from these constraints 
explicitly. 

TI",tra.ns.formliti'Jn equations are 

(a' - ~l)(a' - ~,)(a' - ~3) x' 
(a' - b')(a' _ e') 

, (b' - ~1)(b2 - ~2)(~3 _ b') 
Y ~ (a' - b')(b' _ e2) 

, (e' - '1)(~' - e2)(~3 _ e') 
z ~ '--c-;f-'=ccc~=~-' 

(a' - e')(b' _ e') 

(2.132) 
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After ~n undue amount of algebra, the scale factors are found to be 

.I[ .(¢2-¢1)(¢3-¢1) ]1/' 
hI = h" =:2 (a' _ ~1)(b2 _ ~1)(e2 _ ¢I) 

1 [ (~3 - ~')(~2 - ~I) ]1/2 
h, = h" =:2 (a 2 _ ~,)(b' _ ¢2)(C2 _.~,) (2.133) • 

1 [ (~3 ~ ~1)(~3 - ~,) ]1/2 
h, = h" =:2 (a l _ ~3)(~3 _ b2)(~3 _ e') 

As with the equations of the coordinate surfaces, the symmetry of this set has been 
sacrificed by requiring each factor to be positive, 

From the transformation equations (2.132) it will be seen that a given point 
P(~l' e2' e3) corresponds to, eight p~ssj.ble points (~x: :t y , ±z), the cartesian 
coordinates appearing as squares. ThiS el~htfold multiplicIty may be res.olY~d ~Y 
introducing,~an appropriate sign convention for ~J' (2 and ¢3 or by bnngmg In 

elliptic functions or related functions. . 
Although this coordinate system has been useful in problems of math~matlc~l 

physics, its very generality makes 'it cumbersome and awkward to us~. Sl.nce t~11S 
text proports to be an introduction, we shall restrict ourselves to eliJpsOids wIth 
axes of TO tationa 1 symmetry. 

2.16 Conical Coordinates (~I' ~2' ~3) 

This is' one of the more unusual (and less useful) degenerate forms of the con
focal ellipsoidal coordinate system of the preceding section. The coordinate surfaces 
are the following: 

1. Spheres centered at the origin, radii ¢1, ¢1 = constant, 

(2.134) 

2 .. Cones .of elliptic cross section with apexes at the origin and axes along the 
z-axis, ¢2 = constant, 

(2.135) 

3. Elliptic cones, apexes at the origin, axes along the x-axis, ~J = constant, 

Xl y2 Z2 

¢~ = bl _ ~~ + c2 _ ~j' 

As,in Section 2.l5, the parameters band c satisfy constraints 

c
2 > ~~ > b2 > ~~. 

(2.136) 

(2.137) 

Inverting the set of equations (2.134), (2.135), and (2.136), the transformation 
equations 

2.17 CONFOCAL PARABOLOIDAL COORDINATES (I;, g" 1;,) 

x 2 = (~I!~¢J)2 

2 ~i(~i - b2)(b l 
- ¢j) 

y ~ b'(e: - b') , 

z, ~;(e' - W(e' - ~;) 
c2(e' _ b') 

are obtained. Then by Eq. 2.6 the scale factors are 

hI = h<;! = 1, 

[ 
~i(~l - ~i) ]1/2 

h, = h" ~ (¢j_ b2)(c' _ W 

h - h _ [ ~i(¢j- W ] 1/' 

3 - ,,- (b' - W(e' - m 
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(2.138) 

(2.139) 

This really oddball coordinate system has been almost completely ignored. 
Recently, however, it was found useful to describe the angular momentum eigen
functions of an asymmetric rotOf. I 

2.17 Confocal Parabolic Coordinates (~r, ¢z, (d 

, Except fOf the bipolar, toroidal, and ,bisphcrical coordinate systems, all the 
coordinate systems in this chapter are derivable from the confocal ellipsoidal 
coordinates (Section 2.15). The last of these degenerate or special systems is the 

,confocal paraboloidal system. Here the coordinate surfaces are the f~lIowing: 

1. Confocal paraboloids of elliptic cross section extending along the negative 
z-axis; ~ I = constant; 

x2 yl 
-2-- + -2-- + 2z +', = O. 
a - ~l b - ~1 " (2.140) 

2. Hyperbolic paraboloids, S2 = constant, 

x 2 y2 
,-,- - ~b' + 2z + ~, =0. a _. 1,2 1,2 - (2.141) 

, 3. Confocal paraboloids of elliptic cross section extending along the positive 
z-axis, ¢J = constant, 

X2 y2 
-,--, + ~b' - 2z - ¢J = O. 
1,3 - a 1,3 - , (2.142) 

As, in Sections 2.15 and 2.16, there are constraints on the parameters and 

(2.143) 

·~1,R: D. Spence, Am. J. Phys. 27,329 (1959j. 
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The transformation equations are 

2 (a 2 _,;,)(a 2 
- (2)«(3 - a2

) 

x = a2 _ &2 

, (b 2 - (,)(1;2 - b2)«(3 - b') 
Y = a2 _ b2 

z = Hal + b2 
- ~l - ~2 - ~3) 

with resulting scale factors 
1 [«(2 -(1)(1;3 - (,)]'1' 

hi ~ h" ~:2 (a 2 -(I)(b2 -(I) 

1 [«(3 - (,)(1;2 _1;,)]11
2 

h, ~ h" ~:2 (a 2 _ 1;2)«(2 _ b2 ) 

1 [(1;3 -(1)(1;3 _1;2)]'1
2 

h3 ~ h" ~:1 (1;3 _ a2)«(3 _ b2) 

(2.144) 

(2.145) 

Applications of this system have been developed in electromagnetic theoryl but 
within the scope of this book the system is of little interest. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ANALYSIS 

- Introduction, Definitions 

Tensors are important in many areas of; physics, including general relativity and 
:electromagnetic; theory. One of the more prolific sources of tensor quantities is the 
:anisotropic solid. Here the elastic, optical, electrical, and magnetic properties may 
well involve tensors.' The elastic properties of the anisotropic solid are considered 
iO,some detail in Section' 3.6. As an introductory illustration, l~t us consider the 

" flow of electric current. We can write Ohm's law in the usual form 

J = uE, (3.1) 

with current density J and electric field E, ,both vector quantities.1 If we have an 
iSbtropic medium, u, the conductivity, is a scalar, and for th~ x-component, for 

, 'e)\:,ample, 

(3.2) 

However, if our medium is anisotropic, as in many crystals, or a plasma in the 
'" presence of a magnetic field, the current density in the x-direction may depend on 

, the' electric fields in the y- and z-directions as welt'as on the 'field in the x-direction. 
:'Assu~ing a linear relationship, we must replace Eq. 3.2 with 

J i = L (JikEk' , 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

!:ii~~~:;t~~1~:~? three-dimensional space the scalar' conductivity d _has giyen way to 
:t elements, iT ik • 

1 'Another example of this type of physical equation appears in Section 4.6. 
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